
You Asked! - Lesson 4 

Question: What is the difference between a false convert and a true convert? 

Answer: This is a very important question and an inquiry that can have some personal experience 

and pain underneath. Most if not all of us know people who appeared to be converted and actively 

following the Lord for a season who no longer show any interests in the things of God. It can be 

bewildering and agonizing to watch people you love walk away from the faith and it begs this 

important question. What is the difference? What is interesting is that this question is not asked 

from the first person (i.e. “how do I know that I am a true convert and not a false convert?”). That 

question is important as well and so I want to deal with it, in passing, next week. However, today’s 

answer is going to speak more specifically to our assessment of others. What are we looking for in 

the lives of our fellow brothers and sisters that demonstrate a saving faith in Christ? 

 As stated in previous lessons, there is simply no way to quote and talk about all of the 

Scriptures that deal with the issue. There are many indicators mentioned in Scripture but the two 

below are central to the discussion and important. 

1. Perseverance 

a. I’ll state the obvious, perseverance takes both time and testing 

b. One has not “persevered” 3 minutes after conversion! We attribute the 

complimentary word “perseverance” to those who have walked faithfully for some 

time as they have endured difficulty along the way 

c. Nothing in life separates true believers from false converts like trials and time 

d. The Bible tells us that there will be individuals who appear saved for a season 

i. The parable of the sower (see Mark 4:16-17) illuminates for us the truth that 

some will initially receive the truth of the Word of God and even 

demonstrate some growth but “the cares of this world” eventually choke out 

the growth 

ii.  The point of the parable, at least as it relates to this idea of true conversion, 

is that there is no substitute for time 

iii. The plant that withers and the plant that endures seem to be identical for a 

season but, given time and testing, one proves genuine and the other proves 

fraudulent 

e. There is a wise lesson to be considered here… there is nothing unspiritual about 

simply affirming the truth that salvation occurs in a moment, but the reality of that 

salvation is not fully evident until some time has passed 

f. Some may claim here that what has actually taken place is a salvation that was lost 

i. There are many who think that we can somehow lose our salvation but that 

would be to misunderstand the clear biblical teaching both on the subject of 

eternal security and false converts 

ii. The Bible is clear that God absolutely sees to it that those who are saved 

remain saved (John 10:28-29; John 6:39; Romans 8:38-39) 



iii. Furthermore, the Bible tells us that those who were once apart of the body 

of Christ (in physical presence only) went out from the body because they 

were “never a part of the body” (1 John 2:18-19).  

1. The point that is being made is that while they appeared to be saved 

and, therefore, Christians, they were never truly part of the church 

2. They had the appearance of salvation but not the substance 

g. What does this mean? It means that one difference between a false convert and a 

true convert is endurance 

h. Those who are truly saved will persevere in the faith precisely because they have 

been adopted by Christ and indwelt by the Holy Spirit with the intent of guiding and 

leading them home to glory 

i. No true convert will be lost but many false converts will wander away (some 

won’t be revealed until the final judgment; see Matthew 7:21-23) 

ii. True converts will endure difficulty, see their faith proved and strengthened 

and continue to love the Lord through all things 

1. Will they fall for a short time? Surely! Will there be moments of 

regret? Absolutely! But there will always be a return and a renewed 

commitment to the Lord by virtue of His gracious Spirit’s presence  

2. Reordered loves 

a. The second proof of conversion is a reordered loves 

b. What I mean is that conversion results in regeneration of the heart and a 

regenerated heart leads towards a renewed and growing love of God and an 

increasing distaste for carnal pleasures 

c. You will notice in the parable of the sower that it was the “cares of this world” that 

choked out the plant 

i. Literally, it was the concerns and even passions of this fallen place that 

strangle devotion to the Lord 

ii. Conversely, to know God is to love God with a vibrant and growing affection 

1. Does this mean that we will always treasure God above all things? 

No… many times we fall short but the total absence of a love of God 

that leads to obedience to Him is a telltale sign that things are not 

right 

a. There is a difference between a disciple who desires to love 

God and yet struggles with temptations to love other things 

and a person who simply doesn’t care and who sees God in 

Christ as a mere addendum to their agenda  

2. The folks in the second camp may love what Christ can do for them 

but they only want Jesus’ gifts with no affection or allegiance to 

Jesus’ Lordship 

3. Demas abandoned Paul, and presumably Christ, because he “loved 

the world” (2 Timothy 4:10) 



a. At some point in time, Demas’ love of the things of earth 

choked out his confessional love for Christ 

4. John warns us not to love the world in this way (1 John 2:15) 

d. Those who do not love Christ with a love that leads to increasing faithfulness should 

cause concern for brothers and sisters in Christ  

e. The church has often taken the easy way out here by claiming something that is true 

but sometimes abused 

i. It is true that: 

1. None of us love God perfectly 

2. It is further true that none of us can eternally judge another person 

ii. However, we are affectionate creatures and the simple truth is that we 

pursue and do what we love most 

iii. True believers DO LOVE CHRIST and false converts do not love Christ and this 

is born out, over time (see above) in our actions 

1. We simply do and pursue what we love and this means we 

demonstrate to the world the ground and object of our affections 

f. That is not my sentiment, Jesus connects our love of God with obedience and 

obedience, at least partially, is obvious for all to see (John 14:15-24) 

i. It is possible to outwardly obey rules and inwardly rebel, but it is impossible 

to not obey Christ in action and inwardly honor Him as Lord 

ii. This means that one designation between a true and false convert is to be 

seen in the character and quality of their lifestyle 

iii. If a person openly and unrepentantly refuses to honor Christ as Lord, he or 

she is telling you something profoundly important about the state of their 

souls 

iv. Stated differently, a manifestly obvious sign that distinguishes a false convert 

from a true disciple is love that leads to obedience 


